
Sonosite’s EDGE II  Vet is a premium, robust, easy-to-use, light-weight and portable ultrasound 
system packed with cutting-edge features!

Superior image resolution with DirectClear technology, rapid start up, robust portability & optional 
Armoured Cable Technology make it ideal for a wide range of veterinary applications from 
companion animal & exotics practice to outdoor ambulatory equine and reproductive practice.

EDGE II
Packed with cutting-EDGE features

Lightweight yet robust 3ft drop proof design

Low profile keys with snap-dome technology for 
easy cleaning and tactile feedback

Sealed keypad for fluid resistance and ease 
of disinfection

Wide-angle, full-bleed glass display with
anti-reflection etch

Optional trolley & triple transducer connect also 
allows rapid conversion to a reliable cart-based 
system for use in clinic or hospital settings

YEAR
WARRANTY
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DirectClear™ Technology: Sound waves penetrate more 
efficiently, return cleaner wave signals, creating a richer, 
more detailed sonographic image.

Durability: The EDGE II handles both extreme 
temperatures and humidity and has a keyboard that is 
resistant to fluids, preventing water ingress, improving 
ease of cleaning & disinfection.

Portability: Weighing in at only 4kg, the EDGE II is as 
compact and portable as it possibly could be. The EDGE II 
can also be conveniently configured with a mobile trolley 
giving you the security and features of a cart based system.

Efficiency: The EDGE II has a simple user interface and is 
extremely intuitive. From power button to a diagnostic 
image in less than 25 seconds, no other ultrasound 
machine is as efficient.

5 Year Warranty:  Sonosite’s industry leading 5-year 
warranty provides years of worry free use and service.

Armoured Transducer Cables: Stainless steel embedded 
sheath protects cables from sustaining damage if rolled 
over, stood on or trapped in a crush door.

Key Features

Transducers 

Specifications

 System Weight   4.1 kg with battery

 Dimensions 32.6cm x 30.7cm x 6.4cm 

 Display 12.1”/30.7cm diagonal LCD (NTSC or 
PAL). Chemically etched glass layer

 Transducer Types Linear, Convex, Phased array, Rectal

 Power Rechargeable lithium-ion battery or 
AC Power

 Storage 16GB internal Flash memory storage

Operation Modes B, THI, M, CFD, CPD, PW, CW

 Accessories
Edge II Stand, Triple Transducer
Connect, Mini-dock, Carry case,
Extra battery

Warranty 5 year manufacturers warranty on
system and transducers

Plastic Jacket
Standard

Armoured Transducer Cable

Armoured

Electrical Conductors

Armoured Cable Jacket

Complete your EDGE II with our extensive range of 
transducers & accessories. Visit www.bcfultrasound.com

rP19x
5-1MHz, 
Phased Array

L52x
10-5MHz
Linear Rectal

L25x
13-6MHz 
Linear array

rC60xi
5-2MHz
Convex

HFL50x
15-6MHz 
Linear Array

C11x
8-5MHz
Micro Convex

P10x
8-4MHz 
Phased Array
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